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1. Introduction 

How much radiation damage do low-energy resonances im-

part to humans? [1] Can charged particle radiation therapy be 

made more cost-effective? [2, 3] The answers to such ques-

tions have societal impact. How will movies of protein folding 

and other biological processes be made? [4,5]. Can the elec-

tron trajectory in a double-slit experiment be tracked? [6] An-

swers to these questions can deepen our understanding to long 

standing scientific problems. Can the coupling between grav-

ity and electromagnetism be observed? [7–9] Is the Pauli ex-

clusion principle a symmetry or a consequence of dynamics? 

[10,11] These questions are speculative and their relevance is 

unclear, but considering them may lead to changes in our fun-

damental description of nature. 

Such questions appear unrelated, however, recent develop-

ments in free electron quantum optics (FEQO) on coupling be-

tween laser light, free electrons and nanostructures may lead to 

technologies that can address the above questions. Electrons can 

now be diffracted by standing waves of light [12]. Laser light 

in the vicinity of nanostructures is used to affect free electrons, 

for example, femto-second [13,14] and atto-second [15] laser-

induced electrons are emitted from nanotips delivering coherent 

fast electron sources. Optical control of dispersion of the emit-

ted electron waves [16], and optically controlled femto-second 

switches for ultrafast electron detection [17] are proposed. The 

first steps towards electron accelerators and matter optics on-a-
chip are now being taken [18]. New research fields are driven 
by these new technologies. One example is the optical gener-

ation of electron pulses on-demand and quantum degenerate 

pulses [19]. Another is the emerging development of interac-

tion free electron microscopy [20, 21]. This review will focus 

on the field of free electron quantum optics [22] with technolo-

gies at the interplay of lasers, electron matter waves, and nano-

structures, that may address the questions raised above. For ex-

ample, laser-based charged particle accelerators built on a chip 

may be used for radiation therapy. Time-of-flight techniques 
may lead to the indentification of low-energy electron reso-

nances. Ultrafast electron diffraction can be used to make mov-

ies of protein folding. Weak measurements may allow for the 

tracking of electron trajectories. Dynamics of electron degen-

eracy may probe the onset of the Pauli exclusion principle. To 

be able to give somewhat more detailed answers to these ques-

tions we now turn our attention to the technological develop-

ments that allow us to consider these questions. 

In 1933, Kapitza and Dirac estimated that a mercury arc 

lamp, the strongest known laboratory light source at the time, 

would deflect one in every 1014 electrons [23]. Consequently, 
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Abstract 

In recent years laser light has been used to control the motion of electron 

waves. Electrons can now be diffracted by standing waves of light. Laser light 
in the vicinity of nanostructures is used to affect free electrons, for exam-

ple, femto-second and atto-second laser-induced electrons are emitted from 

nanotips delivering coherent fast electron sources. Optical control of disper-

sion of the emitted electron waves, and optically controlled femto-second 

switches for ultrafast electron detection are proposed. The first steps towards 
electron accelerators and matter optics on-a-chip are now being taken. New 

research fields are driven by these new technologies. One example is the 
optical generation of electron pulses on-demand and quantum degenerate 

pulses. Another is the emerging development of interaction free electron mi-

croscopy. This review will focus on the field of free electron quantum optics 
with technologies at the interplay of lasers, electron matter waves, and nano-

structures. Questions that motivate their development will also be addressed. 
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attempts to measure this so-called Kapitza-Dirac effect started 

only after the development of the laser. In 1988 Bucksbaum 

demonstrated high-laser intensity deflection of electrons, which 
marks the first observation of the manipulation of free electron 
motion with laser light [24]. Electrons were deflected by pon-

deromotive potential gradients, and a description with classical 

mechanics gave good agreement with the data. In 2001, the first 
manipulation of quantum motion of electrons by laser light was 

observed as diffraction of electrons by a standing wave of light 

[12]. This is the Kapitza-Dirac effect. This effect provides a co-

herent beamsplitter for electrons, similar in function to a piece 

of glass or a grating for a light beam. 

The Kapitza-Dirac experiment was partly inspired by the 

many successful experiments in atom optics, where atomic mo-

tion was controlled with laser light [25], and many applications 

of such techniques, including Rubidiumbased atomic clocks 

used in the Global Positioning System [20]. Electrons in at-

oms can be manipulated with laser light at lowintensities as the 

light is tuned to the electron resonant transitions. Free electrons 

have no such resonances and higher intensities must be used. 

A Q-switched, one Joule laser pulse of 10 ns was used to give 

a pulsed electron diffraction pattern, synchronous with the la-

ser pulse, in the observation of the Kapitza-Dirac effect. Two 

properties of the realization of the Kapitza-Dirac effect, its co-

herence and its pulsed nature, could have applications in elec-

tron diffraction and interferometry (using coherence) or elec-

tron time-of-flight measurements (using pulses). However, the 
combined use of pulsed lasers with CW electron beams resulted 

in a low duty cycle and low count rate of 0.1 e−/s. This is an ob-

stacle for making useful devices. 

Two approaches can be followed to overcome this obstacle. 

First, the laser-light standing wave grating can be replaced with 

a nano-fabricated grating [26]. This results in higher count rates 

at the expense of losing timing. In the last decade, nano-fabri-

cation of electron optics elements has evolved to create free-

standing structures, which now includes free-standing double 

slits [27] and spiral phase plates [28]. Forked gratings have 

been developed, which are used to produce high quality electron 

Laguerre Gaussian beams [29]. Electron interferometers with 

man-made gratings, as opposed to naturally occurring crystals, 

have also been realized [30–33]. 

The second approach to overcome low count rates is the use 

of an on-demand electron source of sufficient coherence. This 
allows for timing of all electrons in such a way that they can in-

teract with a second, appropriately timed laser pulse, such that 

coincidence techniques are not necessary and the count rate can 

increase dramatically. A pivotal experiment in 2006 operated 

a field emission tip in combination with a femto-second laser 
[13]. The result was an on-demand high repetition, high bright-

ness, femto-second electron source [14, 34]. 

For the purpose of developing a femto-second resolution 

electron time-of-flight apparatus, the tip can act as a start, but 
a stop is needed too. Femto-second resolution electron detec-

tion is thus needed. Streaking by synchronizing RF-cavities 

with the electron pulses has been used for this purpose [35]. 

The use of laser light to illuminate nanofabricated structures 

and create near-fields that affect the motion of nearby free 
electrons has been proposed [17]. Yet an additional element 

is needed to make a time-of flight device. Electrons emitted 
from the emission tip have a velocity spread that increases the 

electron pulse width upon propagation. This dispersion must 

be undone to retain femto-second resolution. RF-compressors 

are now commercially available to deliver 100 femto-second 

pulses on a target [36]. Pulsed laser compressors [16, 37] and 

a continuousfield dispersion compensator [38] have also been 
proposed to reach the atto-second domain. Alternatively, elec-

trons can be extracted from laser cooled atoms to give very 

low dispersion electron sources [39] that may not require con-

trol of dispersion. 

The field emission tip is the electron source of choice in elec-

tron microscopy [40]. By applying a DC voltage to a nanome-

ter size tip, electric fields are created that cause electrons to tun-

nel into the vacuum. The field of a tightly focussed laser from a 
femto-second oscillator gives comparable fields and leads to a 
femto-second electron pulse that is synchronous with a femto-

second laser pulse. The nanometer scale of the tip leads to rela-

tively large coherence lengths for electron waves emitted from 

the tip [41–43]. 

The logical combination of a femto-second coherent elec-

tron pulse with a second femto-second laser pulse has been 

pioneered in Zewail’s group [44, 45], and recently led to the 

observation of standing plasmon waves in a nanoneedle [46]. 

Nobel laureate Ahmed Zewail also pioneered femto-chemistry, 

which led to ultrafast electron diffraction and ultrafast electron 

microscopy [47]. One of the first applications of ultrafast elec-

tron diffraction that involved both nanometer and femto-second 

resolution, was a study of an ultrafast, laser-induced, solid-liq-

uid phase transition in polycrystalline aluminum [48]. Recently, 

Ropers first implemented a transmission ultrafast low energy 
electron diffraction (T-ULEED) with a field emission tip, re-

solving dynamics in a polymer/graphene bilayer at picosecond 

timescales [49, 50]. 

Pulsed electron microscopy can yield so many electrons 

in one nanosecond pulse, that in a single shot a complete im-

age can be recorded. This technique has been developed by 

the Livermore DTEM (dynamic transmission electron micros-

copy) group [51–53]. The electron sources often used in pulsed 

electron microscopes are often photocathodes that are typically 

fast, but tens of microns in size, leading to a limited coher-

ence length, which limits the applicability to small size struc-

tures (atoms, molecules). Femto-second tip sources extend the 

range and the type of electron microscopes as for example in 

ultrafast TEM [54]. Femto-second single-electron pulses with 

the coherence properties of field emission tips may also be pro-

duced by chopping the beam in an electron microscope with an 

RF cavity [55]. 

A 4 keV electron passing over a 100 nm periodicity nano-

fabricated grating passes adjacent bars in a time of 2.7 femto-

seconds. This matches the period of a 800 nm laser and thus 

gives the possibility of manipulating electron motion with the 

electric field of the laser. The grating acts as a rectifier. In com-

parison, the KD-effect is not due to the electric field of the laser 
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directly, but due to the time averaged Lorentz force, and thus a 

weaker effect. Periodic arrays have been made that show plas-

monic enhancement of the near-fields [56], so that even lower 
laser intensity could be used. One of the most exciting devel-

opments along these lines are near-field electron accelerators 
on a chip [2, 57]. 

In electron microscopy, a challenge is imaging biological 

samples with high resolution without changing them by elec-

tron exposure. It would be a remarkable feat if interaction free 

measurement could be used to create an electron microscope 

that produces images with virtually no electron exposure. This 

is the goal of recent work at Stanford, MIT, Delft and Erlan-

gen [20, 21]. At Stanford the KD-effect is used to split an elec-

tron beam, which is captured in a recycling electron trapwith 

twoweakly coupled arms.Asample placed in one arm can stop 

the coherent evolution of electrons into that arm, which leads 

to detection of the sample without exposure. 

All of the above discussion concerns one-electron physics. 

Multi-electron pulses have also been generated [34]. This leads 

to the question, can degenerate electron pulses be made in free 

space? The highest reported electron degeneracy in free space 

is about 10−4 in a measurement of the Hanbury Brown-Twiss 

effect [22]. This unique electron quantum optics experiment 

may point theway to a newtype of quantum degenerate electron 

beam. The electron source used was a continuous field emission 
tip. Replacing it with a femto-second laser controlled emission 

tip is expected to lead to much higher degeneracies [19]. Multi-

electron pulses from tips could thus be used to further open the 

field of electron quantum optics. In summary, the combination 
of laser light to manipulate electrons in free space, with or with-

out nano-structures, leads to many new scientific and technolog-

ical avenues to explore, and can be called free electron quan-

tum optics (FEQO). 

2. The Kapitza-Dirac effect 

Consider an electron placed initially at rest in a standing wave 

of light. The vector potential can be given by, Az = A0 cos kx sin 

ωt. The electric and magnetic fields are 

E
z
 = −  ∂  

Az = −A
0
 ω cos kx cos ωt            ∂t

B
y
 = −  ∂ 

Az = A
0 

k sin kx sin ωt                       (1) 

           ∂x 

The electric field is π/2 out of phase with the magnetic field 
in space and time. If the electron is located halfway between 

a maximum and a zero crossing in the electric field (x = λ/8), 

then it will be accelerated by the electric field along the z-axis. 

The resulting electron velocity v
z
 = 1/m eA

0
 cos(kx) sin(ωt) lags 

behind by a phase of π/2 with respect to the electric field. The 
electron’s velocity will lead to a Lorentz force, F

x
 = −ev

z
 B

y
 . As 

a result, the electron oscillates in phase with the magnetic field, 
and a time-averaged Lorentz force is found [58]. This force can 

be expressed in terms of the ponderomotive potential, 

V
p
 = 

 e
2A

0
2
  cos2kx  =       e

2 I      cos2kx       (2) 

           4m                    2mε
0
cω2

This potential can be inserted in the Schrödinger equation to 

yield diffraction peaks with transverse momenta 2ħk and dif-

fraction peak strengths given by |dm|2 = J
m

2(V
0
t/ħ) [59]. Alter-

natively we can think of the potential writing a phase grating on 

an electron plane wave, whence the momentum distribution can 

be obtained by Fourier transform. This is indeed what is found 

experimentally [12] (see Fig. 1). The blue solid line is a solu-

tion to the Schrödinger equation that matches the experimental 

data (blue points) well. 

A frequency doubled 50 Hz, 532 nm Q-switched laser of 0.1 

J energy and 10 ns pulse duration was used. The electron dif-

fraction pattern was thus pulsed synchronously with the laser 

light. From the resolved diffraction peaks it is clear that several 

standing wave nodes were coherently illuminated by the elec-

tron beam. The transverse coherence length is estimated to be 

0.5–1 micrometers, and the count rate is 0.1 e/s. 

3. The matter optics analogy, nano-fabricated 
gratings and vortices 

In the Kapitza-Dirac effect the electron plays the role of the 

wave and light plays the role of the grating in a role reversal 

as compared to the usual light diffraction from a material grat-

ing. This type of wave-partice duality is a part of the matter op-

tics analogy and motivates switching out material components 

with shaped and modulated laser beams. This interplay can go 

back and forth.  

Figure 1. Kapitza-Dirac effect. A schematic of an electron mat-
ter wave (blue, from top right to left bottom) diffracted by a la-
ser beam illustrates the role reversal of matter and light in the 
particle-wave duality.  
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Instead of a laser standing wave providing a phase grating 

for the electron, a nanofabricated grating can be used to provide 

an absorption grating [26, 60]. The fact that this can be done 

is based on the fact that the time-dependent Schrödinger equa-

tion can be rewritten, when the potential V in the Schrödinger 

equation does not depend on time, as the time-independent 

Schrödinger equation, 

∇2ϕ + 2 (E − V) ϕ = 0           (3) 

                mħ2

Defining the factor 2(E − V)/mħ2 as k2 gives the Helmholtz 

equation, 

∇2ϕ + k2ϕ = 0        (4) 

the solutions of which also describe the steady state solutions 

for optics. This well-known analogy is a defining property of 
the field of matter-optics. For a material grating with a period-

icity of 100 nm and an electron energy of 900 eV, highly re-

solved diffraction peaks can be obtained. The diffracted orders 

retain their coherence as they can be recombined and interfere 

in near-field [32,33] and far-field interferometers [30]. Double 
slits have been ion-milled to realize Feynman’s thought exper-

iment [61], including the closing and opening of the individual 

slits [33]. Gratings have been modified to produce angular mo-

mentum electron Laguerre-Gaussian modes, [28] which have 

also been combined into electron microscopes [62]. Electron 

vortex beams that resemble atomic orbitals have been produced, 

which could be used for magnetic mapping with atomic reso-

lution in electron microscopy [63]. Ion-milling of forked grat-

ings has been the key to this development [29]. The diffracted 

electron beam orders can carry up to to 100 ħ of angular mo-

mentum (Fig. 2). 

Reversing the matter-optics analogy back again, an allopti-

cal method for producing electron vortex modes has been pro-

posed (Fig. 3) [64]. The idea uses Kapitza-Dirac scattering of 

electrons with circularly polarized light carrying ±lħ orbital an-

gular momentum. As a result of conservation of orbital angular 

momentum the diffracted electron orders will have +2nlħ units 

of orbital angular momentum. There are several advantages of 

using laser light to manipulate coherent electrons. Materials in 

the vicinity of electron beams can remove coherence, due to for 

example image charge interaction. With laser light interaction 

there is no decoherence. Laser light can be shaped in situ and 

one can switch from regular standing waves to forked standing 

waves. This could lead to the capability in transmission electron 

miscoscopy (TEM) to switch between regular images to spiral 

phase microscopy in TEM [65] to enhance edge visibility [62]. 

4. On-demand electron sources and double 
slits-in-time 

In 2006, a field-emission tip was combined with a femto-sec-

ond laser, providing a high repetition rate femto-second electron  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

source [34,66] (Fig. 4 left). This technique is an alternative 

to photocathode sources,which with the latest developments 

still provide competitive parameters [67]. For field-emission 
tips, a tungsten tip of tens of nanometers diameter is illumi-

nated with a focussed 800 nm femto-second laser pulse having 

nanojoule energy. Several mechanisms can cause electron emis-

sion [68]. Field-emission can cause tunnelling from the Fermi 

level. Multiphoton emission gives enough energy to overcome 

the work function. Above threshold ionization adds additional 

photon energy to the electron’s motion, while photo-emission 

involves one-photon absorption followed by tunnelling. Rop-

ers [69] showed tunneling at high bias voltage and multipho-

ton electron emission at low bias for gold and tungsten nano-

tips, and explored the transition from quiver motion to strong 

field emission from tips through a range of wavelengths [70]. 
Most of these processes give an electron emission rate that is 

non-linear in the laser intensity. This is fortunate as it can be 

used to place an upper bound on the electron pulse duration. 

When two femto-second pulses illuminate the tip with a time 

delay between them, the electron count rate is the sum of both 

pulses individually only when the pulses are not overlapping 

and the first pulse does not affect the electron emission of the 

Figure 2. Nanofabricated diffraction grating with fork disloca-
tions (A) are used to produce multiple diffracted electron vor-
tex beams (B and C). The fork dislocation, magnified in the inset 
of (A), is defined by b additional half-slits in the grating pattern. 
The grating shown in (A) has a periodicity of 100 nm and dis-
location number b = 25. Diffraction patterns produced when a 
300 keV spatially coherent electron beam is transmitted through 
the grating are shown in (B) and (C). Each ring-shaped spot is 
the transverse intensity profile of an electron vortex beam; the 
corresponding orbital angular momenta, Lz , are indicated. The 
third and fourth diffraction orders, with Lz = 75ħ and Lz = 100ħ 
respectively, can be seen on the right in (C) where a different 
color scale has been applied. The figure is modified from Mc-
Morran et al. 2011 (reference [29]).  
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second pulse [66]. This was shown experimentally [14] and es-

tablishes that the electron source acts at the femto-second scale. 

More recently, methods were developed to control the elec-

tron emission with the instantaneous field of electromagnetic 
waves. Photoemission from a nanotip was gated by the presence 

of a single-cycle terahertz pulse delayed with respect to a 800 

nm 50 fs pulse [71]. Carrier envelope phase (CEP) control was 

used to demonstrate that the electron emission can be limited 

to a single or double laser cycle [15,68]. This latter case will 

now be discussed in some detail. The single pulse arises when 

the maximum of the laser pulse envelope coincides with a field 
maximum. The highly non-linear emission process causes the 

field maximum to generate one dominant electron pulse. If the 
laser pulse envelope straddles the adjacent field maxima then 
an electron double pulse is generated. This gives rise to double 

slit-in-time [72–75] and demonstrates the coherence of electron 

pulses separated in time down to the atto-second domain (Fig. 

4 right) [68]. This is a remarkable experimental demonstration 

of the analogous more familiar double slit-in-space, [27] and 

another example of a matter-optics analogue. 

To understand double-slit diffraction-in-time, one can take 

the Fourier transfrom of the spectrum to obtain the energy spec-

trum. Alternatively, consider an analogy to the usual diffraction 

in space. Two coherent sources separated in space by Δx give 

rise to a comb of momenta separated by Δp
x
 = ħ/Δx. The spa-

tial pattern measured at the detector, placed at a distance L from 

the sources, will show a comb of maxima separated by LΔp
x
/p. 

Analogously, two coherent sources separated in time by Δt give 

rise to a comb of energies separated by ΔE = ħ/Δt. The temporal 

pattern, measured at the detector as a function of time t, has a 

comb with maxima separated by tΔE/2E. If instead the kinetic 

energy difference between the sources, ΔE
kin

 = E(t − Δt) − E(t), 
is considered, a beat period is found Tbeat = h/ΔE

kin
 that is iden-

tical to the spacing of the temporal pattern, tΔE/2E. The re-

sult can thus be interpreted as a beat note between two electron 

waves with different energy, just as the spatial diffraction pat-

tern can be interpreted as an interference between two electron 

waves with different momenta. In the experiment performed 

by Hommelhoff [15,68], the beat note in time is not measured, 

which makes the analogy to spatial double slit diffraction less 

direct. Instead, the single slit and double slit energy distribu-

tions are measured. The spatial equivalent would be to measure 

the single slit and double slit transverse momentum distribution. 

While the single slit in time distribution of Fig. 4 does not show 

prominent peaks, and the double slit distribution does, it can 

be inferred that there is interference between the two slits and 

Figure 4. Double slit-in-time. Left: A tung-
sten tip is illuminated with a CEP controlled 
femto-second laser pulse to extract elec-
trons. The energy spectrum of the electron 
is measured with a spectrometer. Right: 
The energy spectrum of the electron dou-
ble pulses shows distinct peaks with a sep-
aration in energy that is the reciprocal of 
the electron pulse separation in time (top). 
For a single electron pulse the peaks are 
mostly removed (bottom). The figure is 
modified from Krüger et al. 2012 (refer-
ence [68]).  

Figure 3. An all optical method for pro-
ducing electron vortex modes. A femto-
second electron pulse generated at a tip 
cathode travels a distance d to a pinhole. 
Two femto-second laser pulses create an 
optical standing wave with a fork dislo-
cation. The Laguerre-Gaussian or “do-
nut” laser modes transfer orbital angular 
momentum to the electron as it diffracts 
from the standing wave. The electrons 
travel a distance D to the detection plane, 
where the diffracted electrons themselves 
show the “donut” spatial distribution. 
The figure is modified from Handali et al. 
2015 (reference [64]).  
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thus diffraction. Diffraction-in-time has also been experimen-

tally demonstrated so far for chopped atomic beams [76], cold 

neutrons [77], and above-threshold ionization of argon [78]. 

5. Pulse compression 

Laser induced electrons emitted from an emission tip have an 

energy and velocity spread. Consequently, the fast electrons will 

pull ahead of the slow electrons, and this dispersion broadens 

the electron pulse quickly. A technique is required to deliver 

the pulsed electrons with high temporal resolution on a target. 

An RF compressor that delivers 100 fs electron pulses synchro-

nously with a laser pulse on a target was proposed in 2007 [35] 

and is now commercially available [36,79]. Figure 5 shows the 

schematic and design of the device, that for 100 keV and 0.2 

pC electron pulses, demonstrates microwave bunch compres-

sion from 10 ps to 100 fs. This technique has been applied to 

ultrafast electron compression [80]. 

Temporal lensing has also been proposed as a method to 

compensate for the dispersion of electron pulses [16]. This op-

tical technique uses appropriately timed laser pulses to inter-

cept electrons as they propagate though free space. The laser 

pulse acts as a lens to focus the electron packet in the time do-

main through the ponderomotive force. Both RF compression 

and electron pulse compression with laser beams are based on 

the same idea. An oscillating field is timed so that fast elec-

trons that arrive at the compressor first encounter a field that 
slows them down, and slow electrons that arrive later encounter 

a field that speeds them up. Some distance of propagation after 
the compressor the electrons bunch up to a short pulse. Because 

the interaction is time-dependent, the compressed pulse can be 

shorter than the initial pulse. The trade-off is that the compres-

sor needs to be precisely timed to intercept the electron pulse. 

Alternatively, one can build an electron dispersion compen-

sator. The idea [38] is similar to the optical dispersion compen-

sator. Electrons of different velocities are spread to parallel tra-

jectories. The fast electrons follow longer trajectories so that 

they exit the dispersion compensator after the slow electrons. 

Upon free propagation, the electrons again reform a pulse (Fig. 

6). As the interaction is timeindependent, the reformed pulse 

can only be as short as the incident pulse. The advantage is that 

no timing is required. Acomparable elegant idea is compression 

based on an electrostatic mirror [82]. The α-Spherical Deflec-

tor Analyzer (α-SDA) utilizes a spherically symmetric capacitor 

cavity in an arrangement similar to spherical energy analyzers 

already in use in electron microscope applications [82–84]. The 

outer shell of the cavity is kept at a negative voltage, while the 

inner shell is kept at a positive voltage, and the radius is cho-

sen to match the geometric orbits of electrons for a fixed energy. 
Fast electrons in a pulse entering the α-SDA will take a longer 

orbit, and experience deceleration by the negative shell of the 

Figure 5. RF compression [81]. Top: Ellipsoidal electron bunches are generated by photoemission with femto-second laser pulses 
(left) and the electron bunches are focused in the transverse (magnetic coils) and longitudinal (microwave cavity) direction on the 
target (right); Bottom: the ultrafast electron diffraction (UED) setup. The figure is modified from Luiten et al. 2015 (reference [81]).  
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device. Slow electrons take a shorter orbit, and are accelerated 

by the positive shell. The electrons temporally overlap briefly 
when they have made a half orbit through the α-SDA, but they 

are spatially defocused. The effect of a pulse completing an or-

bit through the device is the mirror-symmetric reversal of fast 

and slow electrons comprising the pulse, thus the device acts 

as a transparent electron mirror. 

A new exciting development is that electrons can be ex-

tracted with a femto-second laser pulse from laser cooled at-

oms to give very low dispersion electron sources [39] that may 

not require control of dispersion. 

6. Fast detection 

Use of these pulse compression techniques requires the ability 

to accurately measure the temporal characteristics of ultrashort 

pulses. Streaking is currently the method of choice for fast de-

tection. Electrons pass through an oscillating magnetic field pro-

duced in an RF cavity [36, 55, 85]. The integrated field the elec-

trons experience while travelling through the cavity deflects the 
electrons sideways. The deflection is dependent on the RF phase 
and thus the time that the electrons arrive at the cavity. For a 

series of times, the electrons sweep across a detector screen. A 

position dependent detector is used to measure the streak pat-

tern on the screen, and thus the temporal profile of the electrons. 
One can also devise a means by which to use a laser pulse 

as a switch. Low power optical electron switches have already 

been realized [86]. Electron beams are deflected up to 1.2 mrad 
when they pass by a silicon-nitride surface that is illuminated 

by a low-power, continuous-wave laser. The suggested mech-

anism for this effect is that the laser beam causes a redistribu-

tion of charges on the surface, which sets up a field capable of 
deflecting the electrons. The moderate temporal response of this 
switch was found to be 6 μs. Applications may include electron 

lithography and electron microscopy. 

A laser could be used to intercept the free electrons with-

out a structure present, and its ponderomotive potential could 

be used to deflect the beam. With two counterpropagating la-

ser beams, a femto-second version of the Kapitza-Dirac effect 

has been realized, and by changing the delay between the la-

ser and electron pulse, the pulse duration can be measured [87]. 

Observation of electron motion in atomic systems has been 

a longstanding goal of ultrafast electron diffraction. Interesting 

targets in which to study this behavior have already been pro-

posed [88, 89]. This type of sub-atomic four-dimensional im-

aging requires atto-second temporal resolution. Electron pulses 

at tens of keV with de Broglie wavelengths of 1–10 pm have 

been used in ultrafast electron diffraction to provide picometer 

resolution [90–93]. The temporal resolution of such electron 

pulses is of the order of several hundred femto-seconds, and is 

limited by space-charge effects in multi-electron pulses. Use of 

these techniques requires the ability to accurately measure the 

temporal characteristics of compressed pulses. Recently, laser 

streaking has been demonstrated by Kirchner [94] as a method 

for achieving this with potentially subfemto-second resolution. 

 The technique of Kirchner et al. for atto-second streaking of 

freely propagating electron pulses is based on the atto-second 

streak camera concept. An electron pulse and a laser pulse inter-

sect at an ultrathin metal mirror as shown in Fig. 7. The mirror 

consists of a freestanding aluminum film that is transparent to 
the electrons, but reflective for the laser pulse. The electrons ex-

perience laser fields parallel and antiparallel to their propagation  

Figure 6. Electron Dispersion Compensator (EDC) [38]. An elec-
tron pulse is generated and disperses (left bottom). The elec-
trons are spatially dispersed with two uniform magnetic fields 
(BT) in proportion to their kinetic energy. Higher (lower) energy 
electrons are indicated in blue (red). A Wien filter (WF) compen-
sates the relative delay between the electrons. The WF is set so 
that the action of the deflectors plates at a potential V0 is bal-
anced by the magnetic field B. The electrons are recombined by 
two further magnetic fields (right bottom). The figure is taken 
from Hansen et al. 2012 (reference [38]).  

Figure 7. Laser streaking of free electron pulses. a) Electrons 
(blue) pass through an thin metal mirror (black). A laser pulse 
(red) passes through the electron pulse at an angle. Because the 
laser propagation direction is angled with respect to the electron 
velocity (green), the electron experiences parallel and antiparal-
lel laser fields components. The electrons are pushed out of the 
field in less than half an optical cycle. The streak camera has thus 
a resolution given by the field oscillations. b) Image of the free-
standing aluminium film with a thickness of 50 nm. Scale bar, 100 
mm. The figure is taken from Kirchner et al. 2014 (reference [94]).  
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direction because of the noncollinear geometry of the two 

pulses. The penetration depth of these laser fields into the mirror 
is subwavelength due to the nanoscale thickness of the structure. 

As a result, electrons pass through the laser fields in less 
than half of an optical cycle. The field amplitude gives rise to 
an energy gain of the electrons, which depends on their arrival 

time at the mirror. Appropriate tuning of the angles of incidence 

and use of phase-controlled laser pulses enable this scheme to 

function as an atto-second streak camera for ultrafast electron 

pulses. The electron pulse is effectively stretched longitudinally, 

making time-of-flight spectrometry feasible for temporal char-
acterization. Kirchner, et al. demonstrated their technique with 

25 keV electron pulses and 50 fs streaking laser pulses at a 

wavelength of 800 nm and peak intensity of ~0.4 TW cm−2. The 

free-standing aluminum foil mirror had a thickness of 50 nm. 

The passage of the electrons through the field occured within 
200 as. With a time-of-flight spectrometer providing a resolu-

tion of ~1 eV, the electron pulse duration was determined to be 

360+/-20 fs. This proof-of-principle measurement is expected 

to be transferrable to subfemto-second electron pulses. Simu-

lations conducted in this regime indicate that streaking spec-

troscopy can serve as a method for temporal characterization 

of such ultrashort electron pulses, including their pulse shape, 

duration, bandwidth, chirp and coherence. 

The use of near-field enhancing plasmonic antennas has been 
proposed to measure the pulse duration of a coherent electron 

pulse, while using low intensity lasers [17]. This type of struc-

ture could be used as an ultrafast switch for electrons (Fig. 8), 

as it has been shown to have a temporal response faster than 20 

fs. The enhanced near-fields, which result when resonant femto-
second laser pulses are incident on the structure, may be capa-

ble of deflecting passing electrons by up to tens of mrad. Spa-

tially resolved electron detectors used in combination with this 

type of ultrafast electron switch could be used to characterize 

the temporal properties of electron pulses. Another possible ap-

plication of such an ultrafast electron switch is ultrafast elec-

tron microscopy, which is widely used to study chemical and 

physical processes on short temporal and spatial scales [95]. 

Another technique for fast switching has been proposed 

that uses the interaction of a laser beam with a nanofabricated 

dielectric photonic structure to deflect free charged particles. 
Switching speeds of less than a femto-second are predicted. 

This method is discussed in detail in section 8 [97]. 

The interaction of laser pulses with materials is also used 

to switch optical pulses. Slow light photonic crystals are used 

to switch optical pulses, which propagate through the material. 

Absorption of a femto-second pulse modulates the refractive 

index, which redirects the optical pulse. This type of switch-

ing has been shown to have a temporal resolution of 3 ps [98]. 

7. PINEM and seeing plasmons 

Having a synchronous electron and laser pulse, where both can 

be directed onto a structure, raises another question. Can en-

ergy be delivered to an electron by the laser light if they simul-

taneously pass near the structure? The context of this question 

is provided by the long standing debate on whether or not an 

electron can be accelerated by a laser field. Although the Law-

son-Woodward theorem [99] indicates that electrons can not be 

accelerated by laser light, it has been shown that energy gain by 

laser interaction is possible for high-energy electrons directed 

through an intense tight laser focus [24].But can it be done for 

low-energy electrons with moderate laser intensity? The an-

swer is affirmative in the presence of nanostructures. Garc´ıa 
de Abajo first developed the concept of electrons passing by an 
excited plasmonic structure to image the near fields [100–102]. 
This “PINEM” technique [45], pioneered experimentally in Ze-

wail’s group, which recently demonstrated simultaneously the 

imaging of standing plasmon waves in silver nanowires and the 

energy they exchanged with femto-second electron pulses, is an 

example of the control of electron energy (Fig. 9) [46]. 

A near-IR laser pulse is used to heat or excite a target. A sec-

ond pulse, split off and delayed from the first, is focused onto 
an electron source to generate ultrashort electron pulses. The 

target evolution can then be observed in real time, by chang-

ing the delay between the electron imaging pulse and laser ex-

citation pulse. In vacuum a single photon cannot interact with 

free electrons as this violates energy– momentum conserva-

tion [59]. In comparison, spontaneous Compton scattering in-

volves two photons of different frequency. The Kapitza-Dirac 

effect is stimulated Compton scattering that allows two-pho-

Figure 8. Coherent femto-second electron switch. An electron 
pulse (blue) passes through the enhanced near field (red) of 
a plasmonic antenna. A laser pulse (yellow, synchronous with 
the electron pulse) affects the electron motion by the ponder-
omotive potential, i.e., the same interaction responsible for the 
Kapitza- Dirac effect. Following Zewail [96], the electron veloc-
ity vector can remain synchronous with the laser pulse as they 
sweep over the planar plasmonic structure. The temporal reso-
lution of the switched and coherent electron beams (outgoing 
blue lines) is the laser pulse duration. The figure is taken from 
Becker et al. 2013 (reference [17]).  
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ton processes of the same frequency. For one photon processes 

energy–momentum conservation is possible in the presence of 

nanostructures because the nanostructure restores the momen-

tum balance, and the imaging electron can either gain or lose 

energy in units of the excitation photon energy, ħω. When the 

electrons that gained energy are selected with an energy filter, 
the near-fields of nanoscale particles can be imaged with en-

hanced contrast [45]. This technique is called photoninduced 

near-field electron microscopy (PINEM). So far the technique 
has been successful in measuring the near-field patterns of car-
bon nanotubes, silver nanowires and nanoparticles, and metal-

lic interfaces [45, 46, 103–106]; producing 4-D tomographic 

maps of a carbon nanotube ring [107]; determining the energy 

and time correlations, i. e. the chirp, of electron pulses [104]; 

and demonstrating entanglement of silver nanoparticles through 

their plasmon fields [108]. The size, polarization, material and 
spatiotemporal dependence of this near-field imaging are dis-

cussed in [44] using Rayleigh and Mie scatterings. 

The PINEM arrangement [45] was applied in a recent exper-

iment by Schäfer and Ropers to coherently control the quantum 

states of free electrons [54]. Following the PINEM setup, elec-

tron pulses of 700—900 fs generated by laser emission from a 

sharp field emission tip were accelerated and focused to a spot 
size of 15 nm in the optical near-fields of a target addressed 
with pulsed 800 nm laser light from a Ti:Saph oscillator. The 

experimental target used was a sharp gold taper, ~100 nm at the 

apex, etched with a 750 nm periodic grating structure via fo-

cused ion beam milling into the side of the taper ~10 μm from 

the apex [109, 110]. The periodicity of the structure is chosen 

to couple strongly to the 800 nm laser light in order to generate 

surface plasmons on the edge of the taper, which can be chan-

neled down the length of the taper. In contrast to previous PI-

NEM experiments, the target 800 nm laser pulses were stretched 

by dispersion in glass to 3.4 ps so that the plasmonic excitations 

generated on the taper surface lasted much longer than the du-

ration of the passing electron pulses. The resulting electron en-

ergy spectra demonstrated oscillations among the central zero-

loss peak and photon sidebands as a function of the laser driving 

field intensity, thus directly evidencing multilevel Rabi oscil-
lations in the electron energy states. Theoretical support was 

provided to suggest that the femto-second electron pulses in-

teracting with the nanostructure are transformed into trains of 

attosecond pulses. This is an interesting alternative to the first 
all-optical proposal to create atto-second pulses [37]. 

Finally, PINEM has been used to image biological speci-

mens with femto-second (fs) temporal and nanoscale spatial res-

olution. This method was demonstrated in imaging of protein 

vesicles and whole cells of Escherichia coli [111]. 

8. Micro manipulation on a chip 

An electron with a velocity of v =3.8 × 107 m/s (4 keV) pass-

ing over a nano-fabricated grating with a d = 100 nm periodic-

ity, passes adjacent bars in a time of 2.7 fs. This time matches 

the period of a λ = 800 nm laser closely, and thus gives the pos-

sibility of manipulating electron motion with the evanescent 

fields excited by a laser focussed on the grating, as the grating  

Figure 9. PINEM schematic.  
Ultrashort electron pulses, con-
taining no more than a single elec-
tron per pulse, are generated from a 
LaB6 tip and directed toward a sam-
ple of Ag nanowires (5.7 μm length, 
67 nm radius) supported by a gra-
phene mesh. The nanowires are ac-
cessible to focused 800 nm fs la-
ser light with polarization control 
and time delay relative to the elec-
tron pulses. The laser light photo-
excites surface plasmon polaritons 
(SPPs) on the nanowires, which are 
then probed by the passing elec-
tron pulses. The electron pulses can 
experience discrete energy shift in 
units of ±ħω = ±1.55 eV after inter-
action with the SPP near-fields. Im-
ages of the spatial pattern and time 
evolution of the SPP fields, shown 
in Figures (b)—(f), can then be ob-
tained by collecting electrons having 
only gained energy via an energy 
analyzer and reforming the result-
ing electron images. The figure is 
taken from Barwick et al. 2009 (ref-
erence [45]).  
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can act as a rectifier (Fig. 10). This technique of using nano-fab-

ricated gratings in conjunction with ultrashort laser pulses for 

particle accelerationwas first proposed by Byer et. al. [112] In 
comparison, the KD-effect is not due to the electric field of the 
laser directly but due to the time-averaged Lorentz force (or the 

ponderomotive potential), and is thus a weaker effect. Accelera-

tions of 20 MeV/m have been reached for incident electron en-

ergies of 27.7 keV for a 20 micron length accelerator that pass 

50 nm away from the surface of a grating with a 750 nm peri-

odicity at a laser wavelength of 787 nm [2]. Note that the third 

spatial mode, n = 3, was excited on the grating. 

The promising feature of micro accelerators is that the max-

imum accelerating field in conventional linear accelerators is 
limited to the surface breakdown of the RF cavities at 200 

MV/m, while the damage threshold of the gratings lies at much 

higher fields of 30 GV/m. How these large fields can be used to 
make small accelerators appears to be a coming technological 

development. Matching such accelerators to electron beam de-

vices and applying them to accelerate electron beams of a size 

that is larger than just nanometers are a couple of the obstacles 

that need to be overcome. Nevertheless, current applications of 

micro accelerators may be found in novel X-ray sources [113], 

ultrafast control of electron waves as needed for ultrafast elec-

tron diffraction, and particle accelerators for medical applica-

tions such as cancer treatment [2, 3]. Additionally, proposals 

for 2D structures [2] and 3D structures [114] may be realized 

to enhance the number of electrons that are accelerated provid-

ing other effects such as electron beam confinement. 
Accelerations beyond 250 MeV/m have been reported for 

relativistic electrons using micro-fabricated dielectric laser ac-

celerators, which use fused silica grating structures [57]. This 

is the first demonstration of a scalable laser-driven accelera-

tion system. Multi-stage dielectric laser accelerators based on 

this result may lead to table-top accelerators on the MeV to 

GeV scale. 

9. Interaction free measurement 

Measurement can affect the quantum evolution of a system. 

A postulate of quantum mechanics is that upon a certain mea-

surent of an observable the wavefunction collapses into the ei-

genstate of the operator associated with the observable. Less of-

ten used is that non-measurement can also affect the quantum 

evolution. This has a long history going back to Mott’s 1929 

problem [115] of how to describe tracks in bubble chambers, 

Renninger’s 1960 investigation [116] on howthe non-observa-

tion of a radioactive decay in a hemi-sphere is decribed, and 

a beautiful thought experiment by Elitzur and Vaidman [117] 

on how to detect a bomb with light that is triggered by a single 

photon. This may appear impossible, but was demonstrated by 

Paul Kwiat [118]. The idea is to split a little bit (with probabil-

ity P = t/τ , where t is the interaction time and 1/τ is the tran-

sition rate) from an intial single state into a superposition of 

two states, and repeat for N cycles. After one cycle the survival 

probability of the original state will be P(1)(t) = 1 − t/τ in a clas-

sical description. However splitting a little bit of the amplitude 

and using the Born rule gives P(1) = 1 − (t/τ )2, in a quantum de-

scription. After N cycles the survival probability is given by P(N)

(t) = {P(1)(t/N)}N. Using the classical probability gives 

P(N)(t) = (1 −  ( t /Nτ))N → 1 − t/τ       (5) 

For the quantum case, the survival probability after N cy-

cles is given by 

P(N)(t) = (1 – ( t /Nτ )2)N  →  1       (6) 

The non-observation of many weak interactions freezes the 

evolution into the original state. This is a version of the quan-

tum Zeno effect. 

This idea is used in interaction free measurement and in the 

“Quantum Electron Microscope” (QEM) version of it. In the 

QEM [20, 21] an electron is coupled into a recycling cavity 

(Fig. 11). In the cavity the electron wave is diffracted from a 

standing wave of light in the Bragg regime [119], so that only 

two beams emerge. The laser light intensity is chosen so that 

after one cycle only a little bit of electron amplitude contrib-

utes to the scattered electron wave. An object consisting out of 

dark and bright pixels is placed into the weakly scattered elec-

tron beam. If the object is positioned so that the dark pixel is 

in the beam, the electron cannot scatter to this beam and is not 

observed there. The quantum Zeno effect keeps the electron in 

Figure 10. Laser-based microaccelerator. An electron that passes 
over a grating that is illuminated by a laser beam can be acceler-
ated by the laser beam’s electric field. As the travel time, d/v, is 
matched by the laser period times the excitation order, nλ/c, the 
symmetry of the oscillating field is broken and the grating acts 
as a force rectifier. The figure is modified from Breuer & Hom-
melhoff 2013 (reference [2]).  
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the original unscattered wave (Eq. (6)). If there is a bright pixel 

in the scattered electron beam the evolution is not affected and 

after a certain high number of cycles the electron is completely 

scattered. If the electron is found in the unscattered beam the 

pixel is dark, if it is not found the pixel is bright. 

Now how much exposure did the dark pixel get? The scat-

tering probability, which would direct the electron onto the dark 

pixel and expose it, is one minus the survival probability or 1 − 
P(N)(t) → 0. Thus there is no exposure. If a classical description 
is given, the exposure would be 1 − P(N)(t) → t/τ — and large. 

Hence the name quantum electron microscope. The issues of 

how does this work for grey pixels and can the cycle time be 

much longer than the decoherence time are being investigated. 

The dream of observing biological and even living specimens 

may be realized in this fashion. 

10. Degenerate electron quantum optics 

In atomic structure, materials properties, and even astronomical 

objects, degeneracy and the Pauli Exclusion Principle (PEP) 

play a major role. The periodic table for atoms, compressibil-

ity of solids, and the stability of white dwarfs are examples of 

this [120]. For free electrons there appears to be only one ex-

ample where the PEP matters. In 2002, a quantum optics ef-

fect was reported for free electrons [22]. Electrons were con-

tinuously emitted from a field emission tip and propagated in 
free space to a detector that was split into two parts and both 

parts were placed at the same distance from the tip. It was ob-

served that electrons have a tendency not to arrive at the same 

time at the detectors. This antibunching effect, attributed to the 

PEP and in close analogy to its earlier photonic analogy, is an 

example of the Hanbury-Brown Twiss effect. Hanbury-Brown 

and Twiss (HBT) proved their theory [121, 122], by giving ac-

curate measures of the angular size of several stars using radio 

and optical interferometry. This stimulated discussion on the 

nature of light. The classical wave derivation of the HBT effect 

is straightforward, but the explanation using the second quan-

tized particle description of light, is not. How can two photons 

measured on Earth on separate detectors be correlated when 

each originated from a different star (Fig. 12)? The answer to 

this question was given only after a few years by the Nobel 

laureate Roy Glauber [123], an answer that marked the birth 

of the field of Quantum Optics. In the simplest derivation of 
the HBT effect two sources and two detectors are considered. 

The intensity correlation between the two detectors is shown 

to exhibit interference between two amplitudes associated with 

twoparticle detection. The interfering two-particle amplitudes 

are A
11+22

 and A
12+21

, where the first index in the pair “ij” in-

dicates the source and second indicates the detector (Fig. 12). 

The essential new element is that two-particle amplitudes in-

terfere with eachother. 

The observation of the HBT for electrons, immediately 

raises the question if effects, such as heralded photons [124], 

the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect [125] and quantum teleportation 

[126–128], developed in quantum optics for light, can now be 

explored with electrons. Electron beams are widely used for 

measuring cross sections, diffraction and microscopy, but these 

are all one-electron techniques.What would a degenerate two- 

or more-electron beam add to this? Is such a beam even possi-

ble? These are open questions. The purpose of this section is to 

point out that it is anticipated that high degeneracy two-electron 

pulses will likely be available in the near future. For the unique 

antibunching experiment mentioned above, the quantum degen-

eracy was limited to 10−4. The main reason is that the source 

was a sharp metal tip placed at a DC voltage. Switching this 

to laser-field emission at a femto-second scale compresses the 
electrons to a much smaller time window which can increase 

the degeneracy by orders of magnitude. 

The number of electrons in the coherence volume is 

called the degeneracy δ. The coherence volume can be 

thought of as a cylindrical volume. The radial size of the 

volume is the transverse coherence length, lt, and the length 

of the cylinder is the longitudinal coherence length, l
c
. The 

Figure 12. Hanbury Brown Twiss effect analogue. (Top) Corre-
lations are measured on Earth between two separate detectors 
for photons coming from two separate stars. (Bottom) A sche-
matic of a proposed electron matter wave analogue is shown.  

Figure 11. Interaction-free measurement. The presence of a dark 
pixel in the image of an object can be detected without expos-
ing it by electrons. The ultimate goal of the development of this 
technique is to be able to probe, with electron microscopes, 
samples that would otherwise be affected by electron expo-
sure. For explanation see text. (Figure courtesy of Thomas Juff-
mann at Stanford).  
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longitudinal coherence length is related to the coherence time, 

tc. Two electrons are temporally coherent if the time differ-

ence in their emission is within the temporal uncertainty of 

the source. The temporal uncertainty can be found from Δt ΔE 

≈ ħ. The coherence time is t
c
 ≈ Δt ≈ ħ/ΔE. If the electrons are 

traveling at velocity v, then the longitudinal coherence length 

is l
c 
= vt

c
 ≈ vħ/ΔE. The transverse coherence length, lt , is de-

pendent on the detected momenta, or in other words, the elec-

tron acceptance angle α (Fig. 2). The uncertainty relation 

gives lt ≈ Δx ≈ ħ/Δp ≈ ħ/αp. Using the de Broglie wavelength 

gives lt ≈ λ/2πα . Thus the coherence volume is 

Vc = A
c
l
c
 = (πlt 

2) l
c
 ≈ ( π (   λ   )

2

 )  ( 
vħ

 )                                           2πα           ΔE

         =     
 λ2vħ

                            (7)

               4πα2ΔE   

where A
c
 = πlt

2  is the cross sectional area of the coherence 

cylinder. 

To find the degeneracy, the number of electrons per unit vol-
ume from the source must be found. The product of the elec-

trons per volume and the coherence volume gives the number 

of electrons in the coherence volume. The crosssectional area of 

the volume is the cross-sectional area of the tip surface, which 

has a diameter of d
tip

. The longitudinal length of the volume is 

determined from the electron packet’s temporal width, Δt
p
 by, 

l = vΔt
p
. The degeneracy follows as 

                N

δ ≈                           V
c

        π ( dtip )
2

 vΔt
p
                       (8) 

               2

where N is the number of electrons per pulse and in the 

last step l
c
 = vt

c
 is used. In terms of the current density,  

j ≡ Nq/(πr2Δt
p
), where q is the charge of an electron, the 

degen eracy is δ ≈ (j/q) A
c
t
c
 [129]. In terms of experimental 

parameters, 

δ ≈           N                λ2ħ
     =           

Nh3L2

                (9) 

         π (d
tip)2 Δt

p
   4πα2ΔE       π3md2d

tip
2 E ΔE Δt

p

               2

where E = mv2
/2 and the de Broglie wavelength has been used, 

and the divergence angle is about α = d/2L , where d is the di-

ameter of the pinhole (Fig. 13). 

From Eq. (9) and the parameters of the system, the degen-

eracy can be calculated. Tips have a typical diameter of about 

50 nm. The D.C. voltage range on the tip is E = 400 eV with a 

width of ΔE = 0.8 eV [34]. An average of ten electrons per laser 

pulse, N = 10 was observed [130]. The detector can be placed 

L = 1 cm from the tip with a pinhole of 5 μm. For a pulse du-

ration of 100 fs. A degeneracy of δ ~ 1 results from these pa-

rameters. Upon propagation the Coulomb interaction and de-

generacy have been shown to give comparable modification for 
the joint probability as measured on a split detector [19]. The  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

signal at the detector pinhole would N
det

 ≈ Nd 2
/D2 ≈ 10−6 per 

pulse or 102 per second. It should be noted that the degeneracy 

is not available at the detector but only the consequences of the 

degeneracy at the tip are measurable at the detector. Neverthe-

less the use of lenses for tranverse refocussing and a dispersion 

compensator for longitudinal compression give rise to the pos-

sibility to deliver a two-electron degenerate pulse on a target. 

11. Outlook 

In the introduction several questions were asked. How much 

radiation damage do low energy resonances impart to humans? 

[1] Leon Sanche showed that low-energy electrons can break 

strands in DNA, [1] and can cause mutations or cancer. The 

standard practice of ignoring the low-energy electron dosage 

is thus possibly not sound. The answer to the question on radi-

ation damage depends on identifying very narrow low-energy 

negative ion resonances. These resonances have not yet been 

resolved in energy, nor have their total cross sections been mea-

sured. Thus their contribution to radiation damage is unknown. 

It is clear that some of these resonances are strongly present in 

low-energy electron scattering experiments and should thus not 

be ignored. The approach of using continuous electron beams 

and monochromators may lead to answers [131–133]. Alter-

natively, and not explored as of yet, a femto-second electron 

time-of-flight apparatus consisting of a pulsed source, disper-
sion compensator, and fast detector may provide the energy 

resolution to resolve and measure the cross section of such 

resonances. 

Can charged particle radiation therapy be made more cost-ef-

fective? [2,3] Currently $100M accelerators are used at hospital 

for radiation therapy. If micro-accelerators can be made to work 

with sufficient current and energy, charged particle radiation 
may become much more widely available at lower cost. This is 

Figure 13. System Schematic. A femto-second laser focused on 
the tip of a field-emission tip with a DC voltage of –V causes 
electron emission from the tip. The electrons are selected within 
an angle of α by a pinhole with diameter d that is located a dis-
tance L from the tip. At the detector plane, the electron beam 
width D is set by the ejection angle θ.   
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by no means an easy task. The new development, that small sur-

face structures illuminated by laser beams can accelerate elec-

trons by signififcant amounts, is promising. Challenges will be 
to accelerate other charged particles (protons) and change the 

small structures to accomodate acceleration of larger currents 

of charged particles. 

How will movies of protein folding and other biological pro-

cesses be made? [4,5]. One possible answer is, by using one 

shot multi-electron ultrafast electron diffraction, so that dynam-

ical effects of damage by electron exposure happens after the 

image is taken. To overcome dispersion or compensate for Cou-

lomb repulsion, some of the techniques such as RF compres-

sion and dispersion compensation may be used to achieve this 

goal. Another answer is by interaction free electron microscopy 

which avoids electron exposure altogether. 

Can the electron trajectory in a double-slit experiment be 

tracked? The photon version of this experiment has been re-

alized in 2011, [6] in an application of quantum weak mea-

surement, and leading to much discussion on the meaning of 

complementarity. The matter wave version is now natural to 

contemplate and may require single electron sources, control of 

polarization, direction, and strength of interaction such as can 

be provided by laser interaction with free coherent electrons. 

Can the coupling between gravity and electromagnetism be 

observed? [7–9] This depends on being able to observe free fall 

of electrons [7]. Earlier attempts at this were inconclusive [8] 

and were done with microsecond electron pulses. The problem 

is that electrons are light and strongly respond to electromag-

netic fields. This means that only fairly fast electron pulses have 
ever been made. To observe the very small change in velocity 

that gravity makes on an electron in a laboratory, high tempo-

ral resolution of electron flightimes are needed. Femto-second 
electron pulses and detectors may provide a way to perform 

conclusive experiments. 

Is the Pauli exclusion principle (PEP) a symmetry or a con-

sequence of dynamics? [10, 11] Experiments that test for the 

presence of states that violate PEP have put very stringent limits 

on their existence [134]. The situation for the dynamical onset 

of the PEP is much less investigated. Electron scattering from 

atoms at 10−15 s timescales has been proposed to test this [10]. 

Alternatively, two degenerate electrons, produced at fast tim-

escales available from atto-second laser driven field emission 
tips may be used to shed light on this question. As the coher-

ence volume of electrons emitted from a nanotip is roughly (1 

μm)3, it takes light 3 femto-seconds to cross the coherence vol-

ume. If both electrons are produced in less than a femto-second 

then there is not enough time to signal the presence of the first 
electron, not even with the speed of light.Will the second elec-

tron “know” that the first one is there and obey the PEP? Or, 
in other words, can the non-locality of PEP be demonstrated? 

In summary, new technologies are being developed to ma-

nipulate free electrons with laser light and in the vicinity of 

nano-structures that may have wide implications for technol-

ogy and fundamental studies. 
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